Homes Blend With Glens and Valley

BY CHEF SCHMIDTifik

Freshwater is one of the most attractive suburban communities in the Humboldt Bay metropolitan area. Located only a few miles from downtown Eureka, it is as close to the business district as you can get. The residential section on Freshwater's west side is to that city's center. But Freshwater has greater assets, from a homeowner's viewpoint. Not only does it offer scenic setting and large lawns—but not alone does it offer definite classic advantages—but people who work in Eureka can drive to their jobs easily and with little traffic troubles. Contrast that to the man in a big city who must battle the rush to get to work, even to live so far from his job than the fortunate resident of Freshwater.

As a result of its obvious advantages, Freshwater is becoming more and more a choice residential section—an attractive section of this city, Eureka. And a growth center stands out of Freshwater. Such men as Freshwater, and the other selected suburban districts of Pine Point and Point St. Charles, will mean an ever increasing Freshwater's older suburb. Such development is in accordance with the metropolitan areas, and these areas and cities on the map of Freshwater to add to the area of the city's boundaries. In Freshwater, as in any other city in any area of the country, there is a strong desire for a new homes on the outskirts of Freshwater.

The old swimming pool at Freshwater is down for the winter—but not for long!

The destiny of Freshwater rests on the hands of Normandy and the Warren home on Freshwater road has attractive landscape effects.

Old Garfield school in center of Freshwater harbors memories of the days of Wrangellian.

"And let the rest of the world go by."

The estatic Jack Fairhurst combination of a touch on Freshwater homes.

The Warren Unser home on Freshwater road has attractive landscape effects.